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Sweet Torture

Sweet Torture 

Wicked and Oh so SEXY... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $25.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 36 minutes
Level: Hard
Category: Enslavement-Mind Control-Erotic

How can such a sweet and sexy Domina be so Dangerous?  How could you fall into such a
wickedcontrol trap again?  She takes you under Her power, seduces you and just when you
think this is a perfect gift you soon realize the agony of complete defeat.  Be careful because
Her voice will take you and break down your walls...as She wickedly laughs at your “sweet
pleasure”...The walls of Her prison become stronger...as your will is drained empty.

A perfect TRANCE.  Powerful Binaurals for deeper effects.  Get cozy, turn the lights down low
and prepare to lose yourself to ME!

Reviews

Friday, 11 November 2022 

What an amazing file. i loved how the file started off, telling us to get naked. i love being naked and vulnerable for my Domina. I really
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don't remember how Domina took me into trance. It seems Domina was just talking away. Before i knew what happened, i was in a deep
hypnotized sleep. The file is very erotic in nature. you feel compelled to obey everything Domina tells you to do. Oh and you will want to
do it.  

Slippery 

Friday, 19 November 2021 

i never realized just how badly i LOVE and needed this sweet and ag helpless slave body and mind just goes blank and does what it is
told… my heart was racing when i realized what Domina did to me, but by than, it was TOO late! The masochist in me wants me to beg
her to make me listen to this one over and over again… mmmm…

Bubbles 

Thursday, 07 January 2016 

OOOoooowwwww..... ask for a little rain and Domina will unleash a powerful erotic storm that left me as an empty shell, broken and
defeated at Her mercy...

Jeffrey Addict 

Sunday, 11 October 2015 

This file is a fantasy come true! Domina Shelle is so kind and compassionate - she always rewards her obedient slaves, sometimes even
with exactly what they've been begging for! Listen and she takes you deep, empties your mind, and leaves you with an incredibly strong
post-hypnotic suggestion that will keep you ensure you fall deeply into trance over and over again.

Slave John 

Saturday, 03 October 2015 

That file is so sweet, but after the file you will be so tired and dry, lol

Ahmed Hassan 

Thursday, 01 October 2015 

This file kind of has it all; an enslaving and deep trance, lots and lots of pleasure (warning, lots and lots), and encouraging commands to
obediently follow. The one special sexy method that Domina used to make me fall into mindlessness was very effective I felt, and the file
definitely doesn't let up from there in how hot, controlling, or, as you can guess, a little torturous it becomes

M Cooper 

Wednesday, 30 September 2015 

Deeper and deeper i go under HER power. Pleasure and pain mixed together in an irresistible formula, i must obey.

Kent Schnaith 

Tuesday, 29 September 2015 

How much pleasure is too much? This is definetly a hot file and first it feels like winning in a lottery, but then it start to feel too much.
Side effect of this was that I spent much of my weekend sleeping.

Toni Mäkelä 

Monday, 28 September 2015 

This file is highly dangerous, because it is impossible to resist and it bring to a very long and dangerous torture. Our Domina uses her
skill to make sound sweet and pleasable something that become an horrible torture. But the moment you are aware of the torture, it is
already too late.

Marc-Andre Poirier 

Monday, 28 September 2015 

A great file that makes it's intent clear early on. Domina Shelle pulls no punches in this file, and remains in full control over Her slave
from the first syllable to beyond the recording's ending. While intent and control are evident early on, the power of the session build upon
itself as the suggestions are obeyed, to the point that soon the subject remains mindless and suggestible.
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Marcus Jetson 

Sunday, 27 September 2015 

As always the sweet voice of Domina Shelle combined with powerful binaural effects took me deep into trance. In my most suggestible
state She created a urge in me that sounds really like pleasure for the first but now as it's the second day the need to obey becomes
more painful. On the third day i am sure it'll be pure torture for me. Though i will obey still, that i know without any doubt as obedience to
Domina is pleasure and will let me endure any pain. The goal She probably wants to achieve is that when i am totally drained and
exhausted, i will beg for chastity. Nevertheless like Domina told me i will take full advantage of this file and the commands She gave me
through it. So i am trapped between pleasure and pain, truly a sweet torture.

sissy slave andrea 
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